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Plasma Etching, MACE, and Fs-Laser Etching
Xiaolong Liu , Behrad Radfar , Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Kexun Chen , Olli E. Setälä ,

Toni P. Pasanen , Marko Yli-Koski , Hele Savin , and Ville Vähänissi

Abstract—In semiconductor manufacturing, black silicon (bSi)
has traditionally been considered as a sign of unsuccessful etch-
ing. However, after more careful consideration, many of its
properties have turned out to be so superior that its integra-
tion into devices has become increasingly attractive. In devices
where bSi covers the whole wafer surface, such as solar cells,
the integration is already rather mature and different bSi fab-
rication technologies have been studied extensively. Regarding
the integration into devices where bSi should cover only small
selected areas, existing research focuses on device properties
with one specific bSi fabrication method. Here, we fabricate
bSi patterns with varying dimensions ranging from millimeters
to micrometers using three common bSi fabrication techniques,
i.e., plasma etching, metal-assisted chemical etching (MACE) and
femtosecond-laser etching, and study the corresponding fabrica-
tion characteristics and resulting material properties. Our results
show that plasma etching is the most suitable method in the case
of µm-scale devices, while MACE reaches surprisingly almost
the same performance. Femtosecond-laser has potential due to
its maskless nature and capability for hyperdoping, however, in
this study its moderate accuracy, large silicon consumption and
spreading of the etching damage outside the bSi region leave
room for improvement.

Index Terms—Etching, laser ablation, nanotechnology, opto-
electronic devices, photolithography, silicon.

I. INTRODUCTION

BLACK silicon (bSi) is well-known for its surface that
consists of micro and/or nanoscale structures, which can

significantly improve the performance of different types of
devices via, e.g., the reduction of optical losses [1]–[7] or the
improvement of electrical properties [8], [9]. Indeed, there are
extensive reports on different bSi fabrication techniques, such
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as plasma etching, metal-assisted chemical etching (MACE)
and laser etching, the resulting material properties, the
performance of the final devices [10]–[13] as well as the
economic aspects [14], [15]. However, the previous studies
focus on surface texturing of a large area or even the whole
wafer [1]–[20], while there are plenty of applications that
require a small active area, even as small as a few µm for
single-photon detectors or detector arrays [21]. To meet these
requirements, one needs to make bSi fabrication methods
either compatible with photolithography or obtain comparable
performance in alignment and pattern transfer accuracy.

While some small area bSi devices have been reported,
those studies have typically relied on one single fabrication
technique only focusing heavily on the device performance
but ignoring the bSi characterization. Therefore, there is a
need to compare how different bSi fabrication techniques per-
form with regards to small patterns and what the resulting
bSi properties are. For example, both dry and wet bSi etching
techniques can pattern the bSi structures using photolithog-
raphy. However, they are known for their difference in the
resulting sidewall characteristics, e.g., the under-etching and
the slope [22]. Moreover, they also require proper selection of
mask materials [23]. Finally, it is well known that the size of
the area on the wafer to be etched will impact the process [24]
and thus likely also the bSi nanostructures. On the other hand,
when using a laser etching technique for fabricating bSi, there
is no need for a separate mask and the total bSi area should
not affect the bSi properties unless the pattern size is com-
parable to the used laser spot size. Other aspects to consider
include silicon consumption during etching, i.e., the depth at
which the final nanostructures are located under the original
surface as well as what happens in the vicinity of the pattern
edge both inside and outside the bSi area.

Here, we fabricate patterned bSi areas with varying dimen-
sions ranging from millimeters to micrometers using different
bSi fabrication techniques: i) inductively coupled plasma–
reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE), i.e., plasma etching, ii) MACE
and iii) femtosecond-pulsed laser (fs-laser) etching. In addi-
tion to studying the alignment and pattern transfer accuracy of
each method, we characterize the resulting material properties
including surface morphology, silicon consumption as well as
optical and electrical properties. Finally, we compare the dif-
ferent methods from the semiconductor device manufacturing
point of view.
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Fig. 1. Process flow chart for surface-patterned and passivated bSi wafers.
Optical photographs of the patterned Si wafers directly after bSi formation
with the different etching methods are also shown: (a) ICP-RIE, (b) MACE,
(c) fs-laser (Note that bSi areas are black to eyes in these photos). ICP-RIE
and MACE methods require an etching mask while fs-laser etched bSi can
be fabricated directly on the desired areas.

II. METHODS

To have a systematic comparison among plasma etching,
MACE and fs-laser bSi fabrication methods, all samples were
fabricated and characterized using wafers cut from the same
ingot. The substrates (supplier Topsil GlobalWafers A/S) were
4-inch boron-doped (p-type) float-zone (FZ) single-side pol-
ished crystalline silicon wafers with a resistivity of 1–5 �·cm,
a thickness of 280 µm and an orientation of (100). In the
beginning, the wafers were oxidized at 1000 ◦C for 84 min
by wet oxidation to grow 438±2 nm of SiO2 on both sides
as measured by Ellipsometer Plasmos SD2300. This thermal
treatment also eliminates the possible bulk defects [25], [26].
Next, the silicon oxide layer was used as an etching mask for
ICP-RIE and MACE as seen in Fig. 1. The oxide was pat-
terned with optical photolithography using a photomask with
patterns in various sizes and shapes. In the case of fs-laser
etching, the oxide was removed as the fs-laser etching did not
require an etching mask.

The bSi surface structures were fabricated by ICP-RIE,
MACE and fs-laser etching methods on selected Si areas of
separate wafers with parameters used in our previous stud-
ies, which were earlier optimized to result in low optical
reflection on large or full wafer areas. The ICP-RIE bSi
sample was fabricated by a cryogenic process (chamber tem-
perature of −120 ◦C) using Oxford Instruments Plasmalab
System 100 - ICP 180 with detailed setup described in Refs.
[3], [4], [27], [28]. The wafers were etched in SF6/O2 plasma
for 7 min with the flow rates set to 40 and 18 sccm for
SF6 and O2, respectively, and the chamber pressure during
the process was 10 mTorr. The powers of inductively (ICP)
and capacitively coupled (CCP) power sources were 1000
and 2 W, respectively, with a bias of 0 V. The MACE
bSi sample was fabricated by a two-step MACE process
adopted from ref. [29]. The first step used a solution con-
sisting of HF(50%):H2O2(30%):H2O (90:11:363, vol%) and
0.4 mmol/l AgNO3 with a duration of 70 s. The second
step used a HF(50%):H2O2(30%):H2O (5:2:54, vol%) solu-
tion with a duration of 120 s. Finally, Ag nanoparticles were
removed by dipping the samples into a 69 % HNO3 solution
for 15 min and diluted HF solution sequentially. The fs-laser

etched bSi sample was fabricated using Azpect/Newport laser
micromachining system with Spectra-Physics Spirit 1040-16-
SHG laser source (520 nm wavelength, 324 fs pulse duration
and 417 kHz repetition rate) [30]. The wafer was selectively
etched by using a line hatch pattern with a 35 µm spacing
and a 150 mm/s scan speed as controlled by a Galvo scanner,
under the laser spot diameter of ∼80 µm and a fluence of
5.4 kJ m−2.

Fig. 1 shows the optical photos of the patterned Si wafers
after (a) ICP-RIE, (b) MACE and (c) fs-laser etching, respec-
tively. Since the ICP-RIE and the MACE processes consumed
a different thickness of SiO2, the resulting patterned SiO2 films
have a different color in Fig. 1(a) and (b). As a final step for
the bSi fabrication by ICP-RIE and MACE, the silicon oxide
mask was removed using a buffered oxide etch (BOE) solution.

For surface passivation, after cleaning with standard
RCA solutions, an Al2O3 layer was grown on both sides
of each wafer with an atomic layer deposition (ALD) tool
Beneq TFS-500. The deposition used alternating vapor pre-
cursors of trimethylaluminum (TMA) and H2O in 200 ◦C
for 200 cycles, resulting in 20 nm film thickness as char-
acterized with an ellipsometer. Finally, the samples were
annealed in N2 ambient at 400 ◦C for 30 min to activate the
passivation [31].

The surface morphology of the fabricated bSi samples was
observed with a Zeiss Supra 40 Field-Emission Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM). The step profile from the
unetched surface to the tips of the nanostructures was mea-
sured using a Bruker Dektak XT stylus profilometer. The
optical properties were measured using a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-
NIR spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere
and the light spot focused on the sample was about 5 ×
10 mm2. The reflectance (R) and transmittance (T) of the
samples were measured to calculate the absorption (A) using
A = 1 – R – T. Moreover, calibrated lifetime images were
obtained by measuring the photoluminescence (PL) count with
a spatial resolution of 30 µm using BT Imaging LIS-R2+ and
calibrating the PL count by µPCD measurement from Semilab
WT-85 [32].

III. RESULTS

A. Alignment and Pattern Transfer Accuracy, and Surface
Morphology

Fig. 2 shows optical microscope images of both the pho-
tomask (1st column) and the bSi patterns obtained using
different fabrication methods. The ICP-RIE (2nd column) and
MACE (3rd column) bSi patterns look identical to the pho-
tomask at a low magnification. However, for a circle area with
a diameter of 90 µm predefined by the photomask (last row),
the higher magnification shows a difference of ∼−0.2 µm
and ∼+1.6 µm from the photomask to the corresponding
ICP-RIE and MACE patterns, respectively. This comparison
indicates that ICP-RIE most likely has a positive sidewall slope
while MACE has an isotropic nature, which results in slightly
larger pattern size compared to that in the photomask. Please
notice that here the comparison is done to the photomask
pattern and not to the actual resist or oxide mask pattern
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Fig. 2. Optical microscope images of small features on the photomask and on the patterned wafers etched with different methods. The 100 µm scale bar
applies to all images in the first three rows, and the 30 µm scale bar applies to the last row. The diameters on the last row are measured with ImageJ software.
Note that the color does not represent the actual reflectance.

on the wafer. Depending on the lithography parameters, the
deviation between the photomask and the lithographic feature
could possibly add some inaccuracy. Nevertheless, because the
lithography parameters used here were identical for both ICP-
RIE and MACE, they are directly comparable with each other.
In addition to the pattern size, with the high magnification,
the edge of the MACE pattern shows roughness and there is a
clear contrast gradient near the edge, which probably indicates
a nonuniform etching profile (which will be further charac-
terized later). Fs-laser etched patterns (4th column) deviate
significantly from the photomask even with the low magnifi-
cation both in terms of size and shape. It is worth mentioning
that the rough patterns are created by direct laser ‘writing’
and the fabrication is not specifically optimized for a high
size accuracy.

To see the etched features more closely, we use SEM as
shown in Fig. 3. Firstly, we focus on the letter “B” cor-
responding to that in Fig. 2 (note that the polarity of the
pattern is opposite to the circles presented in Fig. 2). Fig. 3(a)
and 3(b) show the resulting dimensions in ICP-RIE and MACE
etched wafers, respectively. In addition, as already visible in
Fig. 2, our fs-laser processing is not able to reproduce such
a small pattern. The schematic in Fig. 3(c) summarizes the
obtained dimensions on the wafer as compared to the pho-
tomask. In the photomask the width of the letter “B” is 9 µm.
After ICP-RIE, the width of the planar region on the wafer is
∼8.4 µm and the pattern spreads as the etching depth increases
reaching a value of ∼9.3 µm at the bottom. For MACE, the
corresponding values are ∼6.0 µm and ∼8.7 µm, respec-
tively. These imply that in the case of ICP-RIE, there is only

slight under etching taking place and the resulting sidewall has
indeed a positive slope, whereas for MACE, the under etching
is more pronounced and the sidewall has a gentler positive
slope. As mentioned earlier, for more accurate absolute under
etching determination, actual lithographic features could be
used as the reference. Fig. 3(d)–(f) show more closely both
the sidewall and the nanostructures close to it. For ICP-RIE
the sidewall is smooth, and the nanostructures are similar both
near and far from the edge. For MACE, the sidewall roughness
is apparent, and the nanostructures seem to be shorter near the
sidewall. As mentioned earlier, after fs-laser etching there is no
distinctive edge as the size of the nanostructures becomes grad-
ually smaller as the distance from the center of the laser spot
increases.

As seen in Fig. 3(g)–(i), far away (>50 µm) from the
edge, the nanostructures look typical consisting of rather ran-
domly formed different sizes and shapes. Both ICP-RIE and
MACE result in similar needle-like nanostructures with large
height-to-width ratio. In more detail, for ICP-RIE the major-
ity of the structures are individual needles with rather uniform
height and base dimensions. For MACE the typical structures
are somewhat shorter and there is more variation in the base
dimensions most probably due to uneven sizes of Ag nanopar-
ticles deposited during the first MACE step. In contrast, the fs-
laser etching results in much larger structures with hierarchical
micro- and nano-sized features. These observations agree
with those obtained from larger areas previously [1], [3]–[5],
[28]–[30]. However, it is also well known that the morphology
of the etched structures depends heavily on the used etching
parameters.
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Fig. 3. Tilted SEM views obtained by (a) ICP-RIE and (b) MACE using the same mask pattern. (c) Schematic drawing on the comparison between the
pattern size on the photomask and the resulting dimensions on the wafer after ICP-RIE and MACE. Cross-sectional SEM images of the etched area both at
and far away from the edge after (d,g) ICP-RIE, (e,h) MACE and (f,i) fs-laser, respectively.

Fig. 4. Macroscopic etching profiles as well as the depth of the etched step as measured with profilometry from bSi patterns with varying widths fabricated
by (a) ICP-RIE and (b) MACE. (c) For fs-laser bSi the profilometer result is shown only for a 0.5 mm wide groove. Note different x- and y-axis scales.

B. Silicon Consumption and Macroscopic Etching Profiles

Fig. 4 shows macroscopic etching profiles as well as the
depth of the etched step as measured with profilometry from
bSi patterns with varying width. In Fig. 4(a), the ICP-RIE
patterns have relatively flat etching profiles, meaning the

etching rate of ICP-RIE is rather uniform not only near the
edge as mentioned above, but also far away from the edge.
However, in the case when the mask pattern is in the range of
millimeters the etch depth starts to slowly decrease. Overall,
ICP-RIE consumes a Si thickness of ∼1.1 µm. In the case of
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Fig. 5. Optical reflectance and absorptance spectra measured from patterned
bSi areas. For each fabrication method, the spectra are averaged from 5 dif-
ferent patterns with a size of 10 × 10 mm2 and the error bars denote the
standard deviation from the average values.

MACE, it is noticeable from Fig. 4(b) that the etching profile
is very much curved, as the etching profile is deeper near the
edges and shallower in the center. For example, with a 500
µm wide bSi pattern a difference in height of about 400 nm
is measured and the lateral range of the curved region is
about 200 µm. The observation of this curved profile in small
MACE patterns has not been reported before to our knowl-
edge but could be a crucial factor for designing small devices.
Moreover, the etching rate seems to depend much more on the
mask pattern width for MACE than for ICP-RIE. The MACE
consumes Si only ∼0.5 µm in larger structures while in small
structures the consumption is as high as ∼1.5 µm. In con-
trast, due to the larger etching structures, the fs-laser patterned
bSi area in Fig. 4(c) has much more fluctuated etching pro-
files and the Si consumption is several micrometers. Finally,
it is good to notice that the stylus used for the profilometry
has a larger tip (∼2 µm) than the spacing of the bSi struc-
tures so that it cannot reach the bottom of the nanostructures.
Consequently, the profilometer measurements only show the
approximate level at which the tips of the bSi structures are
located.

C. Optical Properties and Minority Carrier Lifetime

Fig. 5 shows the total optical reflectance and absorptance
from patterned bSi areas. Low reflectance (below 10%) in
a wide spectral range is measured in all samples of the
same size with high pattern-to-pattern repeatability. As indi-
cated by the typical morphologies seen in the closer SEM
inspection, the obtained reflectance and absorptance values
are indeed in the same range than reported earlier on large
areas [1], [3]–[5], [28]–[30]. Based on SEM one could expect
differences between the edge and center area especially for
MACE due to the clear difference in the nanostructure size.
However, considering that the light spot size used in the mea-
surements was close to the actual pattern size, the effect of
the edges is efficiently averaged out and thus this potential
difference is not visible in the results. It is good to keep

Fig. 6. (a–c) Lifetime calibrated PL images measured from patterned wafers
etched by ICP-RIE, MACE, and fs-laser methods, respectively with the same
scale bar (1 mm). The side length of each patterned bSi area is 2.5 mm.
(d) Line scan of lifetime for the different bSi fabrication methods.

in mind that the optical properties originating from differ-
ent surface morphologies, are also highly dependent on the
fabrication process parameters. For instance, if one needs to
optimize the reflectance, based on our experience, that often
leads to compromises in etching duration and Si consump-
tion. More precisely, the etching duration is usually correlated
to the resulting depth of the nanostructures and hence also to
the reflectance [18]. It is also worth mentioning that possible
post-etching processes could slightly affect the optical prop-
erties, e.g., due to the chemical etching of surface textures
during the following cleaning steps [29], [33] or due to the
deposition of a passivation film [28].

Lifetime calibrated photoluminescence imaging is per-
formed for the surface passivated bSi patterns, as shown in
Fig. 6(a)–(c). For direct comparison the line scan from each
PL image is plotted in Fig. 6(d). As seen, the minority carrier
lifetimes in both planar and patterned bSi areas from ICP-RIE
and MACE are very similar and reach a high value of 1 ms.
For the fs-laser method, the bSi area has a much lower life-
time with an average of about 25 µs and therefore it exhibits
a clear contrast with the planar area. Moreover, rather sur-
prisingly, the maximum lifetime in the planar region is much
lower than in the cases of ICP-RIE and MACE reaching only
about 100 µs, even at a distance of 1 mm from the lasered
area. The result means that the effect of fs-laser on lifetime
is not limited to the patterned bSi area but extends laterally
even up to 5 mm (not shown) to the adjacent planar areas. The
low lifetime in the laser processed area is attributed to vari-
ous types of laser-induced defects and contaminants in earlier
studies [10]–[13]. In our recent study, we were able to recover
the lifetime in a similarly laser processed bSi area back to ms-
level by etching a very thin (a few µm) layer away from the
sample surface after laser processing [34]. This result indicates
that the damage originating from the fs-laser texturing extends
only to the depth of a few µm in vertical direction. We would
expect the damage to behave similarly also in lateral direction.
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Therefore, the reason for the significant extension of the low
lifetime area outside the lasered areas remains unclear and
would be worth of further studies.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have shown that the alignment and pattern transfer accu-
racy depend on the used bSi fabrication techniques. While
plasma etching and MACE methods are compatible with pho-
tolithography and the alignment is not an issue, we observed
some challenges in pattern transfer accuracy. More specifically,
ICP-RIE resulted in relatively accurate pattern dimensions
down to µm-scale and with proper process tuning it should be
possible to reach even totally vertical sidewalls with negligible
under-etching that improves the accuracy further. Naturally, the
ultimate limit for the smallest possible area comes from the
dimensions of the actual nanostructures (i.e., the width of a
single nanostructure). MACE showed more pronounced devi-
ation due to the under-etching, and due to the isotropic nature
of the process it would be challenging to further improve the
accuracy. In contrast, our fs-laser etching process resulted in
significant spreading of the patterns, which is sure to limit its
integration into µm-level devices. However, it should be pos-
sible to further improve the pattern accuracy by using smaller
laser spot size, which can be achieved with a shorter wave-
length and an increasing numerical aperture of the laser optical
system [35].

For both ICP-RIE and MACE methods, we chose SiO2
hard mask to sustain a CMOS-compatible process. When
selecting proper mask materials, in addition to the selectiv-
ity, one needs to also consider the etching conditions. For
example, in the ICP-RIE the cryogenic temperature may set
some limitations, e.g. some photoresists are known to suffer
from cracking [24]. For MACE, the used chemicals are often
rather harsh, such as HF and HNO3, limiting the possible
material candidates. Nevertheless, there are some promising
results with photoresist [36]. Naturally none of these issues
need to be considered in the case of fs-laser.

As all the methods to fabricate black silicon are based on
etching, the final nanostructures are located below the original
wafer surface. While it is theoretically possible that the tips
of the nanostructures are at the same level than the wafer sur-
face, in practice they are usually much lower – for instance in
this study from ∼1 µm (ICP-RIE and MACE) to a few µm
(fs-laser) below the surface. We found out that similar to the
traditional dry and wet etching, the etch depth of bSi structures
depends on the pattern dimensions. In the case of ICP-RIE
this dependency was almost negligible, whereas in MACE
the etch depth was clearly higher for smaller mask patterns.
This behavior could be explained by the so-called loading
effect, which has roots in reactant supply and consumption
balance [24]. All these need to be taken into consideration in
device designs and process flows as the whole device is no
longer at one constant level. For instance, if the doping is
done prior to the bSi etching, the doped areas may be totally
removed or at least are quite different if most of the dopants
are etched away. On the other hand, if the doping is done after

bSi formation, it can be challenging to form the electrical con-
tact between the doped bSi and the doped planar surface if the
doping profile in the latter is not deep enough or if there is
significant variation in the mask pattern dimensions leading
to different bSi structure depths. Another challenge related to
silicon consumption is confronted when the bSi is to be fabri-
cated on a thin epitaxial layer. In that case the Si consumption
determines the minimum required thickness of the epilayer and
in the worst case the smallest structures penetrate through the
epilayer.

Based on the reflectance curves presented in Fig. 5, the opti-
cal properties seem not to depend on the size of the etched
area as the reflectance spectra are similar to what we have
obtained in full wafers. However, with our equipment we were
able to measure accurately only rather large areas (>1 cm2).
Therefore, if one is interested in looking at the optical proper-
ties in µm-scale areas, a better means to evaluate them is the
morphology of the nanostructures obtained via SEM. In ICP-
RIE no differences were seen in the morphology between the
center and the edge of the bSi area. In the case of MACE, SEM
revealed somewhat smaller nanostructures close to the edge of
the bSi area, which indicates challenges for patterned bSi areas
that are in µm range. For fs-laser method, as inferred from
the different bSi structures near and away from the pattern
edge, the optical properties change gradually, and the lowest
reflectance seems to be achieved only tens of µm away from
the edge independent of the size of the bSi area.

Minority carrier lifetime is a crucial parameter in devices
that require the collection of excited minority carriers, e.g., in
photodiodes. Our results show that in ICP-RIE and MACE the
bSi surface does not limit the lifetime when passivated with
ALD Al2O3. This indicates that the methods do not intro-
duce defects or damage in the nanostructures. Fs-laser etched
bSi surfaces, on the other hand, seem to suffer from severe
recombination clearly limiting the lifetime. Interestingly, the
low lifetime in the fs-laser etched samples extends even out-
side the lasered areas. This means that, e.g., in arrayed devices
the spacing between the bSi patterns cannot be small, if the
interplay with the neighboring pixels would be an issue.

V. CONCLUSION

We have fabricated bSi with ICP-RIE (plasma etching),
MACE and fs-laser etching methods with varying mask pat-
tern dimensions ranging from mm to µm. Our focus has
been in systematic comparison of resulting bSi material prop-
erties between the different etching methods. The results
demonstrate that with ICP-RIE, bSi can be formed with high
alignment and pattern transfer accuracy without compromis-
ing neither optical nor electrical properties even in the case of
µm-scale patterns. In many cases the performance of MACE
reached surprisingly close to that of ICP-RIE. The most dis-
tinctive differences were noticed in the etch depth dependency
on the mask pattern width and the flatness of the macroscopic
bottom profile of the etched feature. While femtosecond-
pulsed laser is an attractive alternative for bSi fabrication due
to its maskless nature and capability for hyperdoping, the laser
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system used in this study seemed not directly applicable for
fabricating bSi in µm-scale patterns.
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